Quick Start Instructions for using the ES&S iVotronic Touch Screen Voting System
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Step one: Activate your ballot
(performed by a poll worker).

A poll worker will activate your
ballot by inserting the Personal
Electronic Ballot into the slot.
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Step two: Learn about the machine
through on-screen instructions.

Familiarize yourself with the
instructions, and press the
“View Ballot” prompt at the
bottom of the screen.
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Step three: Make selections using
the iVotronic touch screen.

audio ballot
feature

Next, touch each candidate
and/or issue for which you
intend to cast a vote. Your
selections will be highlighted in
bold, and a green check mark
will appear. You may change
your selections at any time.
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Step four: Advance to the next
set of selections.

Once you have completed voting
on a page, press the “Next”
button at the bottom of the
screen to proceed.

After you have completed the
last page of your ballot, press
the “Review” button. Carefully
review all of your selections.

At any time, you may touch the
“Back” button to return to a
previous page.
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Step five: Cast a write-in vote,
if needed.

To cast a vote for a write-in
candidate, touch the “Write-In”
option, and a keyboard will
appear on the screen. Type in
the name of a candidate and
press “Accept.” Your selection
will appear on the screen.
Continue making and changing
selections until you complete
the ballot.

Special feature: Navigate selections and vote using the audio ballot feature.
The iVotronic audio ballot feature enables
visually impaired voters to vote easily and in
complete privacy. Using human voice (rather
than digitally synthesized) projected through a
headphone, this feature audibly presents both
general use instructions and ballot choices to
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Step six: Review your ballot.

the voter. Voter selections prompted and
confirmed throughout the entire voting
process via audio cues. Voters can navigate
through the ballot through the arrow-shaped
Up and Down, and diamond-shaped Brailleembossed keys.

Step seven: Change your
selections, if needed.

To change a selection, touch
the box next to the candidate
name or issue and reselect the
proper choice. Then, touch the
“Review” button again to
return to the summary screen.
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Final step: Cast your ballot!

After you are satisfied with your
selections, press the flashing
red “Vote” button or the large
green check mark at the top
of the screen. You will be
asked to confirm your ballot
one last time.
A “Thank You For Voting”
message will now appear.
This means that you have
properly cast your ballot.

